Kiswahili Reading List SDG 5 Gender Equality
Orodha ya Usomaji wa Kiswahili: SDG 5 Usawa wa kijinsia
A girl named Upendo has a brother who has access to education. Upendo is left to stay at home hence being denied access to education. Later on, Upendo maneuvers her to way to school and meets a kind headteacher who offers to meet Upendo’s parents. The headteacher intends to convince Upendo’s parents to allow their daughter to join school. Gender equality is exhibited in Upendo’s effort to join school.
Shajara is girl who suffers setback of her life due to lack of education. She opts to go to the city in search of green pastures. Luckily, she joins high school and she progresses up to secondary level where she hopes to resuscitate her dreams of pursuing education.
A girl by the name Binti Kitabu uses her wisdom acquired through books to change the mindset of the adamant villagers from cultural and primitive practices. She becomes the heroine of the story when she finally transforms archaic villagers.